
>> The	smart	&	BRABUS	accessories	range.
Little things for big moments.



>> Skaten in Berlin.



 

02 > 03
>> Contents.

Across Europe in a smart in just one day? 
You say it can’t be done? We say it can. A 
warehouse and the creativity of the smart 
driver make it possible. Because newly in 
love he wants to lay the world at his loved 
one’s feet. Then bring in a smart, which 
not only cuts a fine figure in front of the 
Berlin Wall, but also in front of the Colosseum 
in Rome.

From the weekly shopping trip to bicycles 
or shoe boxes – thanks to its accessories 
the smart adapts perfectly to every situation. 
And always ensures a happy end. 

Some of the items of clothing and accessories 
shown on the following introductory pages 
come from the smart Collection. You will 
find further information on pages 36 to 39 
and at www.smart.com

>> Little things for big moments.
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>> Petit-déjeuner à Paris.
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04 > 05
>> Interior. 

> 1 Coolbag
For cool drinks in a smart design. The 
coolbag with a fabric covering can be 
connected to the 12V socket and has 
a capacity of 12 litres. An additional 
DC power converter is available for 
the coolbag for use at home on a 230V 
socket.

> 2 Multifunctional box
For a shopping trip or a picnic, the 
insulated box is just the thing for 
keeping food and drinks hot or cold. 
Thanks to its profiled lid, you can even 
put a drinks crates on top of the box. 
The luggage compartment can hold  
two of these boxes at the same time.

> 3 Luggage compartment management 
system
The order of the day. Thanks to the 
flexible luggage compartment man-
agement system with slot-in sections, 
the luggage compartment can be 
partitioned as required – shopping 
can also be secured in place using an 
elastic strap and a shopping (trolley) 
bag.
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06 > 07
>> Interior. 

> 4 Protective divider plus, incl. luggage compartment cover
The clever 2-in-1 solution offers flexibility and safety. 
Thanks to the safety net with integrated luggage  
compartment cover, you can always make the most  
of the luggage compartment.

> 5 Luggage compartment cover, retractable incl. net bag
Offers protection from prying eyes and keeps cargo  
securely in the luggage compartment. Straightforward  
to attach and simple to operate with one hand. The  
integrated net bag for small items can be easily reached 
from the passenger compartment.

> 6 Boot tray
The waterproof, non-slip material protects the luggage 
compartment and its lining from wet, dirt and wear.  
Secured with Velcro fasteners and removable at any  
time as required.

> 7 Net set for luggage compartment
A net on the side wall and another for the floor of the 
luggage compartment for quickly securing loose items 
while keeping them in easy reach.

> 8 Luggage fastener
The foam-filled, elastic nylon snake adapts perfectly 
to the shape of the luggage and can be secured with a 
Velcro fastener, ensuring that luggage remains securely 
in place during braking and cornering.

> 9 Centre armrest
Even greater comfort, especially on long journeys. 
Simple to fold up.

> 10 Cabrio wind deflector
Largely eliminates wind turbulence during open-top 
driving by reducing the air flow in the whole interior. 
And makes open-top driving a real pleasure, even when 
outside temperatures are low.

> 11 Seat covers, set of 2
Optimised for your smart in terms of shape and design, 
they are not only stylish but also offer real protection: 
No more marks on the driver and passenger seats. In  
addition, the pockets on the rear of the backrest and  
to the footwell offer practical storage space.
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> 15 > 16

> 14

> 17 > 18

> 12 Velour floor mats, set of 2
A perfect fit for the footwell. smart
logo and silver looped edging are 
a perfect match for the interior 
colour scheme. A high-quality and 
hard-wearing highlight.

> 13 Door sills, set of 2
Create a good first impression: 
elegant door sills greet the driver 
and the passenger as soon as the 
door is opened. Made of brushed 
aluminium and featuring embossed 
smart lettering.

> 14 Smoker’s kit
Includes an integrated ashtray and 
cigarette lighter. The ashtray is 
easy to remove for emptying and 
cleaning.

> 15 All-weather floor mats, set of 2
Made of dirt- and water-resistant 
rubber, these non-slip mats protect 
the carpet and are easy to clean. 
In addition, their shape and design 
fit perfectly with the interior of the 
vehicle.

> 16 Ribbed floor mats, set of 2
Polypropylene fibre for a pleasant, 
hard-wearing, carpet-like ambience. 
An inexpensive option for drivers 
who want everything.

> 17 CD holder, for 6 CDs
Safe storage of up to six CDs. The 
CD holder is located in direct reach 
of the driver and passenger. Simply 
unclip it and you can take your CDs 
with you wherever you go.

> 18 Cupholder
For securely holding two cups, cans 
or bottles of various sizes. In addition, 
larger bottles can be held in place 
with a folding holder beside the 
centre console.
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08 > 09
>> Interior. 

> 19 Glasses compartment
Ample room for almost all types 
of glasses – within easy reach of 
the driver. The compartment has a 
magnetic closure to prevent glasses 
from falling out. 

> 20 Set of bags for storage  
compartments
The "portable glove compartment". 
Set consisting of a cockpit bag 
made to measure for the large 
storage compartment (with direct 
access to the smart MP3 interface!) 
and a folding shopping bag for the 
small storage compartment.

> 21 Rubber mats for storage
compartments, set of 3 
As well as enhancing the appearance 
of the vehicle interior, this set of 
three non-slip rubber mats ensures 
that small items on the instrument 
panel (wallet, keys etc.) make no 
noise and stay right where they are 
put. (Prerequisite: left-hand drive 
vehicle).



>> Fietsen in Amsterdam.
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>> Exterior. 

> 1/2/3/4/5/6 smart art sticker
Why not change your smart’s outfit 
more often? From dynamic to playful 
or classic - give free rein to your 
imagination and give your smart’s 
tridion safety cell a whole new look 
(applied at the smart center).

> 7 smart design sticker
Black (not shown) or silver, horizontal 
or vertical, one or several numbers – 
when it comes to making your smart 
fortwo even more individual, the choice 
is yours. Easy to apply, non-fading 
and car-wash proof.
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> 10 > 11

> 8 bodypanel fresh-up
Unique to smart: treat your smart 
fortwo to a new exterior colour in no 
time (all current standard colours 
available). The bodypanels are  
exchanged by your smart center.

> 9 Cape car cover
The portable garage for your smart 
fortwo. The hard-wearing, water-
repellent material and the perfect  
fit combine to protect your smart 
fortwo from the elements, extreme 
temperatures and dirt.

>> smart rear-mounted rack system
> Basic rack
Extremely versatile: various rack 
systems can be fitted for transporting 
different kinds of sporting equipment. 
Maximum comfort: the rear window 
can be opened even when the rack  
is loaded.

> 10 Bicycle rack
(Shown with basic rack). Child’s play 
to fit to the basic rack: simply insert 
the bicycle into the rack system and  
secure it with the lockable frame holder. 
By adding another bicycle rack, there 
is also room for a second bicycle.

> 11 Ski and snowboard rack
(Shown with basic rack). Available 
separately – but can be combined 
(as shown), with space for two pairs 
of skis and a snowboard. On their 
own, the ski rack holds two pairs of 
skis and the snowboard rack fits two 
snowboards.
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12 > 13
>> Exterior. 

> 12 Chrome package
Small details, big impact: the highly polished chrome door 
mirror caps, radiator grille and tailgate trim immediately 
lend your smart fortwo a more elegant appearance.

> 13 Mud flaps, set of 2
Protect against dirt and scratches in the area around the 
side walls, rear and underbody and also protect traffic 
behind you from most road spray and chip damage. 
Tailored to the contours of the vehicle, retaining the 
sporty and compact look.

> 14 Chrome-look indicators
Mirrored indicator bulbs round off the chrome finish to 
perfection.

> 15 Highly polished chrome-plated fog light rings, set of 2
For that special shine – even when the skies are clear. As 
an ideal addition to the chrome package, the fog light rings 
add the perfect final touch to the look of your smart fortwo.

> 16 Door handle recesses, high-gloss chrome-plated, set of 2
Demonstrate attention to detail. With their precise fit 
these are a perfect complement to the chrome package 
and the chrome-plated fog light rings. 



>> Tomando un helado en Barcelona.
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14 > 15
>> Audio/telematics. 

> 1 Audio system basic
With a USB and AUX interface for your MP3 or CD player, 2 
integrated loudspeakers and an additional drawer below the 
operating unit, this audio system is anything but standard.

> 2 Audio system navigation/multimedia
This audio system is a real multitalent. An intuitive 16.5 cm 
touchscreen with slide-down mechanism, a CD/DVD player 
and 2 integrated loudspeakers are supplemented by practical 
state-of-the-art functions: navigation system with perspective 
map display, Bluetooth® hands-free system, various interfaces 
and much more.

* Product was photographed in a smart BRABUS.



> 3*

> 4*> 3*
> 3 smart Bluetooth® hands-free system
Fully integrated all-rounder sporting the 
smart design! Convenient voice control, 
wireless controller on the centre console, 
voice and sound output in excellent quality  
via the vehicle‘s loudspeakers – these are  
just some of the advantages of the hands- 
free system. And music played via Bluetooth® 
audio streaming or via the optional iPod® 
integration kit make it a real must-have.

> 4 Optional iPod® integration kit for the 
smart Bluetooth® hands-free system
Turns your hands-free system into an  
extension of your iPod® and you into a mobile 
DJ! Thanks to the interface in the glove 
compartment, the click wheel controller and 
the familiar menu navigation on the display 
of the hands-free system, you‘ll use your 
iPod® on even the shortest journeys.

* Product was photographed in a smart BRABUS.
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16 > 17
>> Audio/telematics. 

> 5 smart accessories for sound system
Perfectly tuned to all smart radios and 
interior acoustics, creating a fuller hi-fi 
sound. With two tweeters and mid-range 
speakers, with the option of adding a  
subwoofer.

> Subwoofer
(Not shown). Active subwoofer with  
integrated 2-channel amplifier gives the 
loudspeakers a powerful bass boost. Easy 
to connect, it is the icing on the cake of  
the smart sound system.

> 6 smart drive kit for the iPhone®, car kit
State-of-the-art functionality:
cradle + app = smart drive kit for the 
iPhone®. Download the smart drive app for 
the iPhone® from the App Store and turn 
your iPhone® into an online information and 
multimedia system. For example, the cradle  
then becomes a full Bluetooth® hands-
free system, and if you extend the app by 
purchasing the navigation upgrade your 
iPhone® even becomes a navigation system.

As things stand at present both the cradle and 
the app are only available in the following 
countries: Germany, Austria, Switzerland, 
France, Italy, USA. Further countries are 
planned. 

Please also see the information/footnotes on 
pages 36 to 39
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18 > 19
>> Functional/electrical equipment. 

> 1 3-spoke leather sports steering wheel with steering 
wheel gearshift
Covered with fine leather for a good grip. The shift paddles 
allow smart drivers to shift gears Formula One-style as well  
as increasing safety, because both hands remain on the wheel  
whilst changing gear.

> 2 Dashboard instruments
Fuel-efficient yet always on time: cockpit clock and rev 
counter for that unmistakable look – a must for the smart 
fortwo. Both instruments swivel so that they are always in 
your field of vision.

> 3 softouch, hardware
Extra comfort in city traffic: automatic gear programme in 
addition to the 5-speed manual transmission. Drivers can 
switch between manual and automatic mode at the touch of 
a button.

> Two-tone fanfare horn
(Not shown). Gets the message across loud and clear in 
every situation!



>> Comprare  scarpe a Roma.
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>> Comprare  scarpe a Roma.

20 > 21
>> Driving dynamics.

> 1 3-double-spoke alloy wheel  
38.1 cm (15"), design 8, 1 wheel,  
for front tyres: 175/55 R15; rear tyres: 195/50 R15.

> 2 3-double-spoke alloy wheel  
38.1 cm (15"), design 9, 1 wheel,  
for front tyres: 175/55 R15; rear tyres: 195/50 R15.



> 3 > 4
> 3 9-spoke alloy wheel  
38.1 cm (15"), design 10, 1 wheel,  
for front tyres: 155/60 R15; rear tyres: 175/55 R15.

> 4 6-spoke alloy wheel  
38.1 cm (15"), design 6, 1 wheel,  
for front tyres: 155/60 R15; rear tyres: 175/55 R15.

> 5 12-spoke alloy wheel  
38.1 cm (15"), design 7, 1 wheel,  
for front tyres: 155/60 R15; rear tyres: 175/55 R15.

> 6 6-spoke alloy wheels  
38.1 cm (15"), design 3, set,  
for front tyres: 175/55 R15; rear tyres: 195/50 R15.

> 7 9-spoke alloy wheels  
38.1 cm (15"), design 2, set,  
for front tyres: 155/60 R15; rear tyres: 175/55 R15.
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>> Driving dynamics. 



> 9> 8 > 10
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24 > 25
>> Driving dynamics. 

> 8 6-spoke alloy wheels  
38.1 cm (15"), design 5 chrome look, set,  
for front tyres: 175/55 R15; rear tyres: 195/50 R15.

> 9 6-spoke alloy wheels  
38.1 cm (15"), design 5, set,  
for front tyres: 175/55 R15; rear tyres: 195/50 R15.

> 10 6-double-spoke alloy wheel  
38.1 cm (15"), design 4, 1 wheel,  
for front tyres: 175/55 R15; rear tyres: 195/50 R15.

> 11 12-spoke alloy wheels  
38.1 cm (15"), design 1, set,  
for front tyres: 155/60 R15; rear tyres: 175/55 R15.

> 12 Wheel trim, for 1 wheel 
Enhances the standard steel wheel and protects the wheel 
fastening bolts from the elements. Not just ideal for winter 
wheels.
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26 > 27
>> Safety. 

> 1 Safety Plus package
As well as an emergency jacket, first aid kit, hazard triangle, torch, ice scraper, 
smart umbrella and a box with replacement lamps, this package includes an extra 
storage compartment into which the vehicle manual fits perfectly.

> 2 Lamp box
Did you know that daytime driving lights are mandatory in many countries? Make  
sure that you always have all the necessary lamps with you - neatly stored in a box.

> 3 Hazard triangle, emergency jacket, first aid kit
There when you need them: designed for maximum convenience and always at hand 
when they are needed. All three elements are included in the safety plus package  
and are also available individually. 

> 4 Breakdown kit
An innovative breakdown kit enables the provisional repair of punctured tyres.  
The tyre sealant and compressor can be used quickly, easily and cleanly without  
the need to remove the wheel.

> 5 Anti-theft protection for alloy wheels and steel wheels, set of 4
Effective anti-theft protection for all wheel types – after all, such attractive rims  
are very sought after. The set includes one bolt per wheel, a security spanner and  
a code card.

> 6 Snow chains, set of 2
Quick and easy to mount, these perfectly fitting chains are designed with maximum 
driving safety in mind. Conveniently stowed away in a waterproof transport bag.

> 7 Airbag-off switch
Essential for all smart mums and dads. Switches off the passenger airbag and is 
therefore a prerequisite for using a backward-facing child seat. Switching off the 
airbag rules out any risk to your child through an inflating airbag.

* Product was photographed in a smart BRABUS.



>> Going out in London.
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28 > 29
>> BRABUS interior. 

> 1/2 BRABUS handbrake handle
Comes in two variants: solid brushed aluminium or leather 
with aluminium accents. Both offer a good grip and enhance 
the sportiness and elegance of the interior.
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> 3

> 3
> 3 BRABUS interior trims in carbon look, 8-part set
For a sporty and exclusive interior ambience. The 8-part set consists 
of trims and covers for the dashboard instruments, instrument cluster, 
steering-column stalk, door handles and centre console.

> 4 BRABUS gear knob
Matt aluminium with leather appliqué lends the interior a more sporty 
and elegant touch – also goes perfectly with the BRABUS hand-brake 
handle.

> 5 BRABUS sports pedals
Made of matt aluminium, the pedals enhance the sporty feel. Black 
rubber nubs on the pedals prevent slipping, thereby ensuring a  
precise response to the driver’s commands and reactions.



> 4 > 5

> 6
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30 > 31
>> BRABUS interior. 

> 6 BRABUS velour floor mats, set of 2
Protect the carpet from wet, dirt and wear – as well as enhancing the 
appearance of the interior. Not only extremely hard-wearing but also 
quick and easy to clean.

> 7 BRABUS trim for seat console
Small but finely made: the high quality trim is tailored to the seat 
frame and BRABUS lettering adds the perfect final touch. The icing 
on the cake - it is primed and can be painted in any colour to match 
your smart. 



> 1

> 2 > 4> 3

> 1 BRABUS front spoiler
Lends the smart fortwo a more dynamic appearance and 
improved driving properties by reducing the front axle 
lift force. Perfectly tailored to the smart styling, the front 
spoiler can be painted in all bodypanel colours.

> 2 BRABUS front flaps, set of 2
Ideal in combination with the BRABUS front spoiler, the 
BRABUS front flaps give the vehicle an even sportier look. 
The material is rigid and custom-tailored and the high 
quality basecoat can be painted in any colour.

> 3 BRABUS rear diffusor
An even sportier finish for the lower rear-end section. An 
extremely dynamic trim as used in motorsport for the BRABUS 
sports exhaust or the standard smart exhaust system.

> 4 BRABUS rear apron
Provides a cutout for the BRABUS sports exhaust system and 
adds a sporty finish to the rear section. Comes in two variants:  
black grained or primed for painting in the colour of the 
car.
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32 > 33
>> BRABUS exterior. 

> 5 BRABUS sports exhaust system
The two large centrally positioned chrome-plated tailpipes 
look good and sound good – now that’s an exhaust!

> 6 BRABUS roof spoiler
Elegantly elongates the roof line. Discreet spoiler, fitted on 
the tailgate, subtly accentuating the rear contours.

> 7 BRABUS logo for fuel filler flap
Gleaming black and bearing the BRABUS emblem: the silver 
double B.

> 8 BRABUS side skirts
Add a sporty touch and enhance the striking appearance of 
the tridion safety cell. Can be painted in all bodypanel colours.

> 9 BRABUS light package for side skirts
Provides optimum lighting when getting in and out of the  
car. Linked to the interior lighting and only works when  
the ignition is switched off.
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> 6 > 7

>> BRABUS functional/electrical equipment & driving dynamics. 

> 1 BRABUS additional double headlamps
Integrated in the front apron, these combine the typical 
BRABUS design with daytime running lights and front fog 
lights, helping you to see and be seen more effectively.

> 2 BRABUS ambient lighting
Unobtrusive yet highly practical illumination in the footwell 
in front of the driver and passenger seat. Connected to the 
interior lighting, it switches on and off automatically.

> 3 BRABUS 3-spoke leather sports steering wheel,  
with steering wheel gearshift
Ergonomic design with a superb grip. With steering wheel 
gearshift for gear changing in true Formula One-style.  
Also offers more control and active safety, since both  
hands remain on the wheel whilst changing gear.
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>> BRABUS functional/electrical equipment & driving dynamics. 

> 7 BRABUS wheel bolt covers, set of 12
Outstanding design right down to the last detail: the wheel 
bolt covers for your smart BRABUS are made of black plastic 
and embossed with the BRABUS double-B - for uncompromising 
style.

> 8 BRABUS “Monoblock VII” package
How about a few extras? With this set consisting of large 
BRABUS “Monoblock VII” alloy wheels in silver (for front 
tyres: 175/50 R16, rear tyres: 225/35 R17), the BRABUS 
sports suspension (lowering the vehicle by approx. 10 mm) 
and paintable wider rear wheel arches you’re sure to draw 
admiring glances.

> 9/10/11 BRABUS “Monoblock VII” alloy wheel
38.1 cm (15”), 1 wheel, for front tyres: 155/60 R15; rear 
tyres: 175/55 R15.
The new exclusive trendy alloy wheels from BRABUS offer even 
more opportunities for individualisation. Dynamic and sporty: 
choose between the colour variants “bicolour” silver/high-
sheen (> 9), black/high-sheen (> 10) or deep black (> 11) 

> BRABUS sports suspension
(Not shown). Enables the chassis to be lowered by approx. 
10 mm. Optimised appearance, roadholding and cornering 
stability. For enhanced driving dynamics, improved tracking 
and greater safety reserves.

> 4 BRABUS luggage compartment lighting, coupé
Unobtrusively integrated. Find what you are looking for in  
the luggage compartment even in the darkest of nights.

> 5  BRABUS LED third brake light
This small light is cleverly integrated in the air flow  
break-away edge of your smart: the icing on the cake  
of a customised rear end.

> 6 BRABUS LED daytime driving lights
Relevant to safety and perfectly tailored to the silhouette of 
the smart fortwo - to make sure that you are always seen.

* Product was photographed in a smart cabrio.



Page Interior Product number

P. 05, ill. 1 Coolbag A4518200006

Not shown DC power converter A0009820021

P. 05, ill. 2 Multifunctional box A4548100004

P. 05, ill. 3 Luggage compartment management system 1, 2 A4518100080

P. 06, ill. 4 Protective divider plus 3 cabrio A4518600274

Not shown coupé A4518600174

P. 06, ill. 5 Luggage compartment cover 4 A4518100009

P. 06, ill. 6 Boot tray 1, 5  A4518990021

P. 06, ill. 7 Net set for luggage compartment 2, 5 A4518140007

P. 07, ill. 8 Luggage fastener A0008140035

P. 07, ill. 9 Centre armrest 6 LHD A4519701601 b 

Not shown RHD A4519701701 b

P. 07, ill. 10 Cabrio wind deflector 7 A4518600074

P. 07, ill. 11 Seat covers 8 A4519700088 b

P. 08, ill. 12 Velour floor mats LHD A4516801648CT4A

Not shown RHD A4516801748CT4A

P. 08, ill. 13 Door sills A4516800035

P. 08, ill. 14 Smoker‘s kit 9 A4518100130

P. 08, ill. 15 All-weather floor mats LHD A45168024489G33

Not shown RHD A45168025489G33

P. 08, ill. 16 Ribbed floor mats LHD A45168022489G32

Not shown RHD A45168012489G32

P. 08, ill. 17 CD holder 9 LHD A4516830075

Not shown RHD A4516830175

P. 08, ill. 18 Cupholder LHD A4518100370

Not shown RHD A4518100270

P. 09, ill. 19 Glasses compartment A4516800152

P. 09, ill. 20 Set of bags for storage compartments 10 Q0022539V001C02Q00

P. 09, ill. 21 Rubber mats for storage compartments 11 A4519870014

Page Exterior Product number

P. 11, ill. 1 smart art sticker Motif 1 A4519890085

P. 11, ill. 2 Motif 2 A4519890185

P. 11, ill. 3 Motif 3 A4519890285

P. 11, ill. 4 Motif 4 A4519890385

P. 11, ill. 5 Motif 5 A4519890485

P. 11, ill. 6 Motif 6 A4519890585

P. 11, ill. 7 smart design sticker silver A0089893585C96L

Not shown black A0089893585C95L

P. 12, ill. 8 bodypanel fresh-up 12 matt light green A4516000026CC5L

P. 12, ill. 8 light blue A4516000026CC6L

P. 12, ill. 8 blue metallic A4516000026CA9L

P. 12, ill. 8 crystal white A4516000026CA8L

P. 12, ill. 8 rally red A4516000026CC0L

P. 12, ill. 8 red metallic A4516000026CA3L

P. 12, ill. 8 silver metallic A4516000026C50L

P. 12, ill. 8 grey metallic A4516000026CC2L

P. 12, ill. 8 deep black A4516000026CA7L

Not shown bodypanel fresh-up attachment kit A4518900377

P. 12, ill. 9 Cape car cover A4515800020

Not shown Cable harness, basic rack LHD A4515400006

Not shown RHD A4515400106

P. 12, ill. 10/11 Basic rack 13 A4518900793

P. 12, ill. 10 Bicycle rack 13, 14 A4518400191

P. 12, ill. 10 Bicycle rack for second bicycle 13, 14, 15 A4518900993

P. 12, ill. 11 Ski rack 13, 14, 16 A4518400091

P. 12, ill. 11 Snowboard rack 13, 14, 16 A4518400291

P. 13, ill. 12 Chrome package A4518970000

P. 13, ill. 13 Mud flaps front A4518900078

P. 13, ill. 13 rear 17 A4518900178

P. 13, ill. 14 Chrome-look indicators A0005802410

P. 13, ill. 15 Fog light rings, high-gloss chrome-plated 18 A4518260018

P. 13, ill. 16 Door handle recesses, high-gloss chrome-plated A4517200040

>> smart 451 from model year September 2010. 



36 > 37
>> Product numbers & notes. 

Page Driving dynamics Product number

3-double-spoke alloy wheel 27, design 8, 1 wheel 

P. 21, ill. 1 front axle A4514013102CA4L

Not shown rear axle A4514013202CA4L

3-double-spoke alloy wheel 27, design 9, 1 wheel

P. 21, ill. 2 front axle A4514013502CA4L b

Not shown rear axle A4514013602CA4L b

9-spoke alloy wheel 27, design 10, 1 wheel 

P. 22, ill. 3 front axle A45140145027X28 b

Not shown rear axle A45140146027X28 b

6-spoke alloy wheel 27, design 6, 1 wheel

P. 22, ill. 4 front axle A4514014702CA4L b

Not shown rear axle A4514014802CA4L b

12-spoke alloy wheel 27, design 7, 1 wheel 

P. 23, ill. 5 front axle A4514013302CA4L b

Not shown rear axle A4514013402CA4L b

P. 23, ill. 6 6-spoke alloy wheels 27, design 3, set A4514000500CA4L

P. 23, ill. 7 9-spoke alloy wheels 27, design 2, set A4514000900CA4L

P. 24, ill. 8 6-spoke alloy wheels 27, design 5 chrome look, set A4514000102

P. 24, ill. 9 6-spoke alloy wheels 27, design 5, set A4514000002CA4L

6-double-spoke alloy wheel 27, design 4, 1 wheel

P. 24, ill. 10 front axle A4514012702CA4L

Not shown rear axle A4514012802CA4L

P. 25, ill. 11 12-spoke alloy wheels 27, design 1, set A4514000300CA4L

P. 25, ill. 12 Wheel trim 28, for 1 wheel A4514010224C20L

Page Safety Product number

P. 26, ill. 1 Safety Plus package 29 A4518900054

P. 26, ill. 2 Lamp box A4515800110

P. 26, ill. 3 Hazard triangle A4518900097

P. 26, ill. 3 Emergency jacket A0005830461   

P. 26, ill. 3 First aid kit A4518600050 b

P. 27, ill. 4 Breakdown kit A4515830005

P. 27, ill. 5 Anti-theft protection for wheels A0009906007

P. 27, ill. 6 Snow chains 30 A0015831816

Not shown Snow chains 30, "RUD Easy2go" A0015832816

P. 27, ill. 7 Airbag-off switch LHD A4518601802

Not shown RHD A4518602302

Page Audio/telematics Product number

P. 15, ill. 1 Audio system basic 19 A4519015500 b

P. 15, ill. 2 Audio system navigation/multimedia 19 A----------a, b

P. 16, ill. 3 smart Bluetooth® hands-free system 20 

German A4519065000

English (GB) A4519065100

English (US) A4519065200

French A4519065300

Italian A4519065400

P. 16, ill. 3/4 iPod® integration kit
for the smart Bluetooth® hands-free system 21 A4518700196

Not shown System cable, for the smart Bluetooth® hands-free system 22 A4518200013

P. 17, ill. 5 Accessories for sound system 23 A4518200402

Not shown Subwoofer 23 LHD A4518200202

Not shown RHD A4518200302

P. 17, ill. 6 smart cradle for the iPhone®, Car Kit 24 A4519060278 b

Page Functional/electrical equipment Product number
P. 18, ill. 1 3-spoke leather sports steering wheel 25 A4514601918CV5A b

P. 19, ill. 2 Dashboard instruments 26 petrol model A4515420016 b

diesel model A4515420116 b

P. 19, ill. 3 softouch, hardware 25 A4512600209

Not shown Two-tone fanfare horn A4515420620



Page BRABUS interior Product number

P. 29, ill. 1 BRABUS handbrake handle matt aluminium A4514200095CQ9A

P. 29, ill. 2 leather A4514200195

P. 30, ill. 3 BRABUS interior trims,  
carbon look

LHD A4518900025

Not shown RHD A4518900225

P. 31, ill. 4 BRABUS gear knob A4512670011

P. 31, ill. 5 BRABUS sports pedals LHD A4512900024

Not shown RHD A4513000082

P. 31, ill. 6 BRABUS velour floor mats LHD A4516800648

Not shown RHD A4516800748

P. 31, ill. 7 BRABUS trim for seat console A4519190120 b

Page BRABUS exterior Product number

P. 32, ill. 1 BRABUS front spoiler A4518800008

P. 32, ill. 2 BRABUS front flaps 31 A4518800108

Not shown BRABUS rear diffusor 32 for 45 kW and 52 kW A4516401809

Not shown for 62 kW A4516401909

Not shown for 40 kW cdi A4516401509
P. 32, ill. 3 for BRABUS sports 

exhaust system A4516401609

P. 32, ill. 4 BRABUS rear apron 33, 34 primed A4516400809C63L

Not shown black grained A4516400809C41B

Not shown BRABUS sports exhaust system 35 for 45 kW and 52 kW A4514900015 b

P. 33, ill. 5 for 62 kW A4514901881 b

P. 33, ill. 6 BRABUS roof spoiler 36 A4517900588

P. 33, ill. 7 BRABUS logo for fuel filler flap A4517570306

P. 33, ill. 8 BRABUS side skirts A4516900025C63L

P. 33, ill. 9 BRABUS light package for side skirts A4518200101

Page BRABUS functional/electrical equipment Product number

P. 34, ill. 1 BRABUS additional double headlamps 18, 37 A4518200059

P. 34, ill. 2 BRABUS ambient lighting A4518200201

P. 34, ill. 3 BRABUS 3-spoke leather sports steering wheel 25,  
with steering wheel gearshift A4514601803CV5A b

P. 34, ill. 4 BRABUS luggage compartment lighting, coupé 36 A4518200301

P. 34, ill. 5 BRABUS LED third brake light A4519064900

P. 34, ill. 6 BRABUS LED daytime driving lights 38, 39 chrome A4518202059

Not shown black A4518202159

Page BRABUS driving dynamics Product number

P. 34, ill. 7 BRABUS wheel bolt covers A4514000025 b

P. 34, ill. 8 BRABUS "Monoblock VII" package 27, 40 A4518970400 b

BRABUS "Monoblock VII" alloy wheel 27, 1 wheel

P. 35, ill. 9 silver/high-sheen front axle A4514013902C44B

Not shown rear axle A4514014002C44B

P. 35, ill. 10 black/high-sheen front axle A4514013902C46B
Not shown rear axle A4514014002C46B

P. 35, ill. 11 black front axle A4514013902C50B b

Not shown rear axle A4514014002C50B b

Not shown BRABUS sports suspension A4518970200

>> smart 451 from model year September 2010. 



>> Skaten in Berlin.

38 > 39
>> Product	numbers	&	notes.	

>> Examples of products from the smart	collection	2009/2010.		

Page Intro

P. 02, Berlin Man: pure t-shirt for men

pulse track jacket, limited edition, for men

pulse cap

Woman: pure T-shirt pure for women

passion sweat jacket for women

Page Interior

P. 04, Paris Man: pure T-shirt for men

passion scarf

Woman: passion cap

Accessory: ecological coffee2go mug

Page Exterior

P. 10, Amsterdam Woman: ecological tank top for women

Bikes: Mercedes-Benz folding bike

Mercedes-Benz All Mountain Bike, comfort edition

Page Audio/telematics	and	functional/electrical	equipment

P.14, Barcelona Man: ecological cap

Page Driving	dynamics	and	safety

P. 20, Rome Man: ecological T-shirt for men

Woman: passion city bag

Accessory: ecological sunbrella

a Product number not yet available at time of going to press, please ask your smart center. 
b Available 4th quarter 2010.
1 Not in conjunction with net set for luggage compartment.
2 Not in conjunction with boot tray.
3 Not in conjunction with luggage compartment cover.
4 Not in conjunction with protective divider plus.
5 Not in conjunction with luggage compartment management system.
6 Not in conjunction with seat covers.
7 For cabrio only.
8 Not in conjunction with centre armrest.
9 Not in conjunction with storage box.
10 Not in conjunction with glove compartment.
11 Prerequisite: left-hand drive vehicle.
12 Prerequisite: bodypanel fresh-up attachment kit.
13 Prerequisite: cable harness for basic rack.
14 Prerequisite: basic rack.
15 Not in conjunction with ski & snowboard rack.
16 Not in conjunction with bicycle rack for second bicycle.
17 Not in conjunction with BRABUS rear apron or rear diffusor.
18 Prerequisite: factory-fitted fog lights.
19 Prerequisite: factory-fitted provision for radio installation.
20 Prerequisite (from model year September 2010): system cable for smart Bluetooth® hands-free system. 
Prerequisite: dashboard instruments and audio system basic. Not in conjunction with smart cradle for the iPhone®.
21 Prerequisite: smart Bluetooth® hands-free system.
22 From model year September 2010: prerequisite for smart Bluetooth® hands-free system.
23 Prerequisite: factory-fitted provision for radio installation or audio system basic or audio system navigation/ 
multimedia.
24 Please	note:	only	use	in	conjunction	with	the	smart	drive	app	–	please	also	be	sure	to	comply	with	the	traffic	
regulations	of	the	country	you	are	in!	The smart drive app is available from the App Store, the navigation upgrade 
will be available from the 4th quarter 2010. At present the functionality of the smart drive app and the navigation 
upgrade can only be guaranteed for the iPhone® 3GS. 
Prerequisite: left-hand-drive and audio system basic. 
Not in conjunction with smart Bluetooth® hands-free system.
25 Plus software activation at the smart center.
26 Trim rings matching the interior colour must be ordered separately.
27 Without tyres.
28 Only for steel wheel 38.1 cm (15")
29 Prerequisite: storage compartment in tailgate; for 45 kW basic model on request from your smart center.
30 Only for rear tyres: 175/55 R 15.
31 Prerequisite: BRABUS front spoiler.
32 Not in conjunction with BRABUS rear apron.
33 Not in conjunction with BRABUS rear diffusor.
34 Prerequisite: BRABUS sports exhaust system.
35 Prerequisite: BRABUS rear apron or corresponding rear diffusor.  
Catalytic converter not included in the scope of delivery.
36 For coupé only.
37 Not in conjunction with LED daytime driving lights.
38 Not in conjunction with BRABUS additional double headlamps.
39 Not in conjunction with fog lights.
40 Prerequisite: 62 kW petrol model with air conditioning.

> Please request the current	smart	collection	brochure from your 
smart center.



www.smart.com	

Please note: changes may have been made to the products since this brochure went to press August 2010. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and specification during the 
delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect to the purchaser. Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers 
to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional equipment which are not part of standard specification. Colours 
may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the printing process. This brochure has been compiled by Daimler AG of Germany and is distributed internationally. It provides a general 
indication of the range of models, features, optional extras and/or colours available in various countries. Some of the models, features, optional extras and/or colours may not be available in your country or may only be 
available in a different specification. Additionally some models, features, optional extras and/or colours may only be available in combination with others.

For current and more specific information in relation to the range of models, features, optional extras and/or colours available in your country, and their pricing, you should contact your nearest smart center. 

>>	September	2010.

Mercedes-Benz Accessories GmbH, Stuttgart · A Daimler company 
3232 0005 02-01/0910 · Printed in the Federal Republic of Germany

smart	-	a	Daimler	brand
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